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1. The Nation’s Youth Lacrosse Philosophy 
 
Goals of the Program: The goals of our youth lacrosse program are to provide fun, competitive, athletic 
experiences for youth players; teaching sportsmanship, fair play and teamwork; to develop the basic skills of 
Lacrosse; and to promote an appreciation for the game. We do this by nurturing player passion to enhance 
their self confidence toward building maximum competitiveness. It really works!  
 
Playing Time: First and foremost it is important to reiterate that it should never be about winning the most 
games. It must be clearly established that in order to win at the older levels or in high school coaches and 
parents must buy in to the concept that creating parity with the idea of having great practices makes much 
better players at every position. The goal of both the Travel and Intramural Programs is to create equal 
playing time for all participants, regardless of talent. It is up to the coaches to find a way to get everyone in 
the game.  
 
Attendance Expectations: All Travel Team players are expected to attend every practice and game and to 
arrive in time to be dressed, partially warmed up on “the wall” and ready to practice at the designated start 
time. Players playing other sports in the spring need to understand that if they miss practice for other sports 
their playing time will be effected.  
 
Positions: On the travel teams, it is best to select a specific position for each player. The skills required at 
attack, midfield and defense are different and take time to develop. It is easier and less confusing for the boys 
to learn the game from one position, so pick a position for each player and stick with it for a while. You can 
always switch positions as the season progresses if it appears a player is better suited for another position and 
you can always switch positions in the games and scrimmages for fun, but to keep the practices flowing and 
to maximize development, most of the instruction should be done with the players in their "primary" 
positions.  
 
Saturday Intramurals: All Travel Team Players are required to play Intramurals on Saturday morning. This 
is a mandatory aspect of how Youth Lacrosse continues to teach, train and mold quality youth lacrosse 
players. Missing Intramurals will effect playing time in the Travel Games on Sunday. Intramuals is a program 
that allows youth players to play every position on the field, develop and correct biometric skills and learn the 
fundamentals of the game without the pressure and distraction of trying to win Travel Team Games on 
Sunday. Intramurals is also the best platform for young players to play new/other positions on the field than 
the position they were asked to play on Travel Teams. In the Intramural Program on Saturdays, we require 
that the players rotate, so they play all positions and also understand how other positions impact their own 
position.  
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2. Practice Strategies 
 
Plan: Be prepared for practice. Write down a practice plan, with the drills intended and the approximate time 
required for each. At a minimum, have a mental plan of what will be worked on in practice. (See sample 
practice plans) 
 
Motivate: Make the practices fun, upbeat and challenging.  
 
Minimize down time: Keep the boys moving. Keep the lines short. Most drills need no more than 3-4 boys 
in a line. Make a lot of lines with a small number of boys in each line. They participate more and fool around 
less in shorter lines. Don't bore them with long lectures and make sure you ensure they are getting as many 
“touches” in the drills and practice scrimmages. 
 
Challenge: Do drills that allow the boys to compete against each other. Competitive drills are fun. They keep 
the boys interested and challenge them to work harder (ex, relay races). 
 
Teach: Do drills that address certain skills and concepts that your team needs to work on. The drills in this 
packet are designed to develop specific skills and concepts. Understand what your team is weak in and do 
drills to help them improve.  
 
Use your imagination: Make up drills. Speed of drills-most drills should be run at two speeds. Average and 
Fast. Average speed is the way you start each drill and half way through the drill you blow a whistle and 
switch to “Fast” speed. The two speed system helps all levels improve and  ensures that the better players are 
also being pushed to improve. 
 
Practice: Practice with the other Travel Team.(s) in your grade. Do the drills together as one big group. 
Brake up to go over individual team plays separately, but teach the concepts with the teams together. Resist 
the urge to scrimmage earlv. Spend plenty of time on skills and concepts. Your primary goals is to double the 
level of each player’s skill each season. It is compounding effect that provides youth players the best chance 
of winning at the high school level. 
 
Scrimmage: Scrimmage the other teams at the end 'of practice. The scrimmage is a perfect time to reinforce 
the concepts that have been taught. Stop the scrimmage periodically, to point out achievements and correct 
mistakes.With 3-4 coaches present at most scrimmages take up different positions on the field so 2-3 
corrections could be addressed simultaneously. 
 
Develop: Develop all the boys, not just the stars. Make it a positive experience for everyone. 
 
Verbal Reinforcement: Develop simple, consistent, verbal instructions and repeat them often in practices 
and games. These instructions should be clear, abbreviated reminders of techniques or concepts that they 
have been taught in practice. Most of the drills and concepts discussed in this booklet will contain simple 
verbal instructions that can be used to reinforce the concept. It is much more effective to call out "give him 
help" from the sidelines instead of"Johnny, get open so Billy can throw you the ball." 
 
Sample Practice Plans: See attached plans. 
 
ENJOY: Have fun with them. Youth Lacrosse must be focused upon building confidence through 
consistently reinforcing basic scooping, throwing, catching and cradling skills. With their new found 
confidence, players can then become more competitive and passionate about playing Lacrosse. 
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3. Basic Lacrosse Skills 
 
Individual Basic Skills: 
 
Scooping: ”the first drill taught to all future stars of the game”  Get the stick low and even (parallel) to the 
ground, to the side of the body; bottom-hand low, nearly scraping the knuckles on the ground; knees bent, 
not the back; accelerate through the ball; bring the head of the stick to your face (talk to it), cradle and 
accelerate forward; continue to accelerate forward. If a player is sticking the head of the stick in the ground, 
then the bottom-hand must not be down, scraping the ground. Simple instruction- "bottom hand down," 
"run through the ball", “get low”. 
 
Catching: “the hardest skill to master”. Slide the top hand up near the head of the stick (works more like a 
glove now); look the ball into the stick; give a little as the ball comes into the stick (like catching an egg or a 
ball). Give the passer a target (hold the stick up just in front of their facemask just to the left or right side of 
the helmet also known as in "the box"). It is also called; “seeing the ball into the stick.” After catching the ball 
(usually while on the move, “Move it” or “move the ball” to the next player. (never catch a ball standing still 
or hold it for more than 2-3 seconds).  The next player on line should call for the ball ("Here's your help"). 
The box area is an imaginary box target, sitting on the stick side shoulder of the “catcher.”  We don't want to 
throw the ball to the wrong side of the “catcher”.  
 

 
 
Simple instructions: "Give him a target", "Meet the ball", "Here's your help". 
 
Passing: Slide the top hand down the shaft, to just above the halfway point (creates more leverage- you 
cannot throw with your hand at the top (throat) of the stick); pull the top hand back over the shoulder; bring 
the bottom up away from body; tum the shoulders and get the weight on the back foot, just like a pitcher’s 
release, throwing a baseball; push top hand out, pull bottom hand down and towards the body; spin the 
shoulders back around the torso and thrust the weight forward to the front foot; follow through. The player 
throwing must make the pass "in the box" area, so the player can catch it. 
 
Simple instruction: "Get the pass in the box", "overhand, not sidearm" 
 
Cradling: Bottom hand on bottom of stick, top hand near top of stick; cradle by doing wrist curls with the 
top hand, while bottom hand stays still. Keep stick up near the ear, not flat, parallel to the ground. “Cradle 
the ball like it’s a baby in the pocket” “Talk to it.  Listen to it.” 
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4. Lacrosse Concepts 
 
OFFENSE 
 
See attached pages that illustrate the following: 
 
- Formations: (See Offensive Formations: 1-3-2, 2-2-2, 1-4-1   
- Motion Offense/ Moving the ball (See Offensive Concept: "Pop-in, Pop-out") 
- Plays (See Offensive Plays: Sweep, Middie Curl, Middie Cut, 2 man game,  
- Man-Up (See Man-Up Offense) 2 man-up plays and motion offense 
   
General strategy: Work with a moving/motion offense as opposed to going 1 on 1 or just working fixed 
plays. Get everybody involved in the offense. In practice, have the players move the ball around, where 
everyone touches the ball and knows what to do with it when they get it. Develop team offenses. No standing 
around; everyone should be moving. Avoid the One-On-One offense using your best player option over and 
over again. Teach players who pass the ball to “finish the play” by cutting through the middle, or picking to 
or away from the ball carrier. Place a premium on passing - find the open man. Begin to discuss the logic of 
taking the defense out of their “slide game”. Teach the 2 man game, setting picks at an early age. It is one of 
the best ways to teach separation from the defense and yet it is rarely done properly. 
 
Simple instruction: "Move the ball" "Find the open man" "Where's his help" 
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Offensive Formation 1-3-2 
 
1-3-2 Offense: One attackman behind the goal (X attackman) and two on the wings. One midfielder on the 
crease and two midfielders up top on the left and right sides. Typically, M1 is the strong righthander and M2 
is the strong lefthander. This offense is a good all purpose offense. It allows for good spacing while the ball is 
moved easily moved around the perimeter and places a man in front of the crease. The Crease man (M3) is 
the man in the middle of the offense, positioned either high or low in fromt of the goalie. This position is fast 
becoming a new power weapon with the advent of the Canadian, box skilled, lacrosse player. The position 
can be a critical advantage to an offense if the player understands how to set picks, move and manage the 
high-low position, shooting and screening for others shooting.  
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Offensive Formation 2-2-2 
 
2-2-2 Offense: One attackman behind the goal and two on the wings. One midfielder on the crease and two 
midfielders up top. Typically, Ml is strong righthander, M2 is strong lefthander, Al is righthander, A3 is 
lefthander. This offense is a good all-purpose offense. It allows the ball to be moved easily around the 
perimeter and it places a man in front of the crease, who can be used for picking, shooting and screening. 
 
 
Concept: 2-2-2 Offense: Two attackmen behind the goal, one attackman on the crease with a middie who 
drops down in the middle. Two midfielders up top. This offense is most effective for creating picks on the 
crease, using the two players in front of the goal. It is also very effective for "motion" offenses, using the two 
triangles of players on both halves of the field. It is a little more difficult to move the ball around the 
perimeter, due to the long distance between perimeter players. It is also key that the pairs of players (2 
behind, 2 on the crease and 2 up top) move in coordinated ways. For example, the two behind pinch up or 
swing from one side to the other or work the “2 man” game, setting picks and playing off each other. The 
same goes for the top two middies and the two crease players. Once the two man game is mastered then the 
players can begin to work better in the triangle motions.  
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Offensive Concept 1-3-2 "Pop-In, Pop-Out" 
 
Concept: Pop-In and Pop-Out: describes the motion that is used to break the offensive player free from 
the defender, in order to create space to receive a pass. THIS IS PROBABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT 
OFFENSIVE CONCEPT YOU CAN TEACH YOUNG LACROSSE PLAYERS. To have a successful 
offense, you must be able to pass the ball around. In order to pass the ball, you must be able to create 
distance between the pass receiver and the defender. Popping-In and Popping-Out is the most efficient 
motion to create this distance. It is also often called a V -cut. When an offensive player has the ball, he has 
two options, he can pass, or he can go to the goal. If the other players on his team are not working to get 
open for a pass, then he cannot pass and has no option but to go to the goal. The players on both sides of the 
ball carrier must get open and provide an "outlet pass" option for the carrier. They get open by popping in 
toward the goal, legally pushing off the defensive player with the butt end of the stick, then popping outside 
hard, so the carrier can throw the pass to the outside, away from the defender. A player should anticipate 
when he is the next receiver and should time his pop-in, pop-out cut so he is moving out away from the 
defender when the ball carrier is ready to make the pass.  
 
Execution: M2 has the ball. Ml and A3 should be working to get open. M2 can pass to either one. If he goes 
to A3, A2 must work to get open, so A3 can make the pass to A2. A2 should not pass back to A3, but should 
instead, keep the ball moving in the same direction by passing to Al. The passer should also never be standing 
still when making the pass. The passer should run towards the receiver to make it a shorter pass. The sticks 
should be kept to the outside as much as possible. This means in the upper grades, the boys should be 
changing hands, catching with the stick to the outside, turning, and throwing with the stick on the outside. 
Do this offense like a drill in practice, with no defense or soft defense covering. 
 
Simple instructions: "Pop-in, pop-out" "move your feet" "give him help" "who's the next outlet". You can 
also work on Defense concurrently, by asking, “who has the ball” or “who is backing up” each time the ball 
moves to the next offensive player.  
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Offensive Play 1-3-2 "Sweep" 
 
Concept: 1-3-2 Offense: One attackman behind the goal and two on the wings. One midfielder on the crease 
and two midfielders up top.  
 
Play: M2 starts with the ball, passes to Ml and cuts through. M2 should look for the ball to be passed back to 
him if his defenseman doesn't cover him. Ml "Sweeps" to the goal for a shot or a pass to Al, who has come 
ofM3 's pick. A3 back up goal. A2 comes up to the wing. A3 and A2's movement takes backup away. 
 
Objective: Primary objective is to get a shot from Ml. If no shot, look for pass to AI. M3's pick must be low 
on the crease and on the left pipe to give Al room to catch pass and shoot. Ml should be your best right 
handed, dodging middie.  
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Offensive Play 1-3-2 "Middie Curl" 
 
Concept: 1-3-2 Offense: One attackman behin.d the goal and two on the wings. One Midfielder on the 
crease and two rnidfielders up top. 
 
Play: M2 passes to Ml. Ml takes a few steps to the left to give M2 time to do a curl cut, then sweeps to the 
right. M2 curls underneath M3 's pick and pops out to receive pass from Ml. M2 takes shot. M3 pick must be 
low on left pipe. A3 backs up shot. A2 fills in wing. IfM2 is covered, Ml passes ball to A3 on wing. 
 
Objective: To get shot from M2   
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Offensive Play 1-3-2 "Middie Cut" 
 
Concept: 1-3-2 Offense- One attackman behind the goal and two on the wings. One Midfielder on the 
crease and two midfielders up top. 
 
Play: MI passes to AI, then shifts over to middle. AI passes to A2, then cuts through after pass. A2 carries 
ball to side of cage, then passes to M2 cutting offM3 's pick. M3 's pick must be high and off right pipe. M2 
should begin their cut with a split dodge to the opposite side of the pick that he wants to go so the defender 
is “picked off.” A3 backs up shot.  
 
Objective: To get shot from M2, cutting off pick. Good play when 3 pass rule is in effect 
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DEFENSE 
 
Off Ball Defense 
When your man does not have the ball you must continue to defend him while paying attention to the man 
with the ball.  To accomplish make a triangle with you, your man, and the man with the ball as the three 
points.  Step away from iyour man (while remaining between him and the goal) in a direction that allows you 
to see him and the ball carrier with minimum head movement.  This will not only allow you to defend your 
man if he cuts, but will also help you anticipate a d intercept passes as well as slide to the ball if needed.   

 
Individual Defense: (see 1-on-1s Drill: Defensive Concepts). The goal of individual (man-to-man) defense is 
to contain the ball carrier and turn him back, not try to steal the ball away. Turn them back away from 
the goal by playing good "body position" defense (keep yourself between the ball carrier and the goal at all 
times). Make the offense commit the mistakes - turn them back and make them pass the ball. When 
defending a running ball carrier, the defensive player should keep his stick low (hip level), in front of the ball 
carrier and focus on running with him. (See Defensive 1-on-1s). They should not throw checks with the stick 
while the ball carrier is running. Stick checks should be made when the ball carrier slows or prepares to pass 
or shoot. Don't lunge at the ball carrier, step back and run with him. 
 
Simple instruction: "Stick in front, run with him." If you don't say this 1000 times a year, you're probably 
missing something. 
 
Team Defense: (See Defensive Formations: Slide Adjacent, Slide from Crease) 
 
Backing up/ Sliding: The. most important aspect of team defense is the concept of "backing up" your 
defensive teammates and "sliding" over to help out when they get beat. Defensive players must watch the 
man they're covering, but must also watch the man with the ball, so they can slide over to help out. The two 
main defensive slide concepts are: 

● Slide from adjacent- Slide comes from defensive players next to the ball carrier. Secondary slide 
also comes from adjacent defensive players. 

● Slide from the crease - Slide comes from the crease defenseman; secondary slide comes from the 
far defenseman. 

 
Simple Instruction: "who's got his back?" "who's got the slide?"  When sliding, the defensive player should 
slide "hard", meaning, if a defensive player slides, he must fully commit and take out the opponent with a 
hard but controlled, body hit. The shoulder should be driven into the chest, the stick aligned with offensive 
players stick. The defensive player should never lunge for the stick of the offensive player, but 
should focus on the body. 
 
Simple instruction: "slide" "take the body" "stick on stick" 

● Picking up or covering players on defense 

● It is critical that the defensive players pick up and cover the offensive players as quickly as possible. 
One player picks up the ball handler (he calls "I got ball"); the other players quickly pick up the 
players without the ball. Young players have a tendency to not pick up the open men. They stand still 
watching the ball carrier, while their man runs free behind them. They must not hang out in "no 
man's land." They are either on their man, or sliding hard to back up. 

 
Simple instruction -"who's got the ball?" "pick up men" 
 
Defensive Formation: In a basic defensive formation, one defender steps out to play the ball-carrier, while 
the other defenders cover a man, but also "sluff in" a little to tighten up the middle of the field and prepare to 
back up or "slide" if a defensive player gets beat.   
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● Slide adjacent: In the "slide adjacent" defense, the slide comes from the defensive players 'adjacent", 
or next to the player that is covering the ball carrier. 

● Execution: In the example shown below, M1 has the ball. lf M1 beats MD I buy going 
around him to the right, MD2 makes the slide. If Ml beats .MD 1 to the left, then D 1 makes 
the slide. The second slide would need to come from D3 if MD2 slides, or D2, if D1 slides. 
The defender covering the ball should always know who is backing him up. The defender 
backing up should always know he's the back-up and should be prepared to slide hard. This 
is something that is also “spoken” aloud during the ongoing defensive process.  

 
Simple instruction: "who's got ball", "who's got his back", "who's got the slide", "slide", "take the body!!!" 
This defense should be taught in a 6 on 6, half-field format. A coach can play the Ml position while holding a 
tackling dummy. The coach simulates beating MDI to both sides and has the defenders slide hard into the 
tackling dummy, to practice body checking. Sliding defensemen should never lunge at the offensive player's 
stick, but should instead focus on body position. The coach can rotate to simulate dodges from other 
positions, so the defense knows how to slide on dodges from all positions.  
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Defensive Formation "Slide from Crease" 
 
Defensive Formation - In a basic defensive formation, one player steps out to play the ball-carrier, the other 
players cover a man, but begin to “sluff in" a little, to tighten up the middle of the field in front of the goal 
and to make the "slides" shorter if a player gets beat. This is often referred to as “cheating in” toward the 
middle.  
 
Slide crease - The slide comes from the defensive player on the crease. 
 
Execution - Ml has the ball. IfMl beats :MDI buy going around him to either side, the 
slide comes from the crease. The secondary slide comes from Dl or D3 
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RIDING 
 
Process- Riding is the process of trying to prevent the opposing team from advancing the ball when the 
opposing team has the ball in their own defensive end. The team without the ball "rides" them in attempt to 
force a turnover and recover the ball. The ride is over or conceded when the opposing team moves the ball 
across the midfield line. The key to riding is the effort of the attackmen. The attack must hustle or the ride 
can be broken easily. The most basic and effective ride at the youth level is probably the "attack chase" ride, 
also known as the three man attack zone ride. A good motivation for the attack is to explain to them that if 
they turn the ball over they should ride hard to win it back(See Riding) 
 
Key Objective: Turn the ball carrier back. -The goal of the attackmen in riding is to play "good body 
position" defense, to try to turn the defenseman back and force him to make a pass across field or back 
toward their own goal. The attackmen should not lunge at the defenseman or make excessive stick checks. 
They should focus on turning the defenseman back and forcing him to make a pass. The defense will make 
mistakes or throw the ball away if turned back enough times.  
 
Simple instruction - "ride" "just run with him" "tum him back". During the ride, the middies and 
defensemen must lock-on or shut off their man and not allow them to get the ball. Covering man to man the 
middies should never allow an opposing middie to get up the field behind them when riding. The best way to 
prevent fast breaks when the goalie makes a save is to have the middies tum and sprint up towards the mid 
line, then turn and pick up the opposing middies as they break out. 
 
Simple instruction: "middies drop back" "pick up a man" "nobody gets behind you.” 

● Be a threat - capitalize on turnovers 

● Teams should set a goal to score 2-3 goals a game from the ride.  
 
When the ball is taken from the defense in a riding situation, it creates "unsettled situations", or moments 
when the defense is not settled and there are players uncovered. In these situations, the offense should take 
advantange of the transition situation and aggressively push the ball to the goal, looking for the open man. 
 
Simple instruction: "go to the goal' "find the open man" 
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CLEARING 
 
Process- Clearing is the process of trying to advance the ball up the field from your own defensive end. The 
key to clearing is to use the extra man you have in your defensive zone. The clearing team has 7 players in the 
defensive zone, the riding team has 6. Move the ball quickly enough to the open man and push the ball up-
field over the midfield line. Get the ball in the hands of your best stick-handling middies and defensemen. In 
the younger grades, sometimes its as easy as giving it to the fastest middie and letting him run it up the field. 
 
Settled situation clear: The settled situation clear occurs when your team takes possession after a stoppage 
in play, or whistle. Often, you must make a few passes to break the ride in this situation. Move the ball to the 
open man. Go back to your goalie if you get trapped and don't have a clear path up-field. 
 
Fast Break or Transition Clears: Clearing from the goalie after a shot on goal. 

● In the upper grades, you want to force the ball up the field as quickly as possible to create a fast 
break. The middies should take off up the field and the goalie should try to hit them with a hard 
break out pass to the outside shoulder.  

● In the lower grades, it does not pay to force the ball up-field after a goalie save. The goalies are not 
skilled enough to make the pass and inevitably it creates turnovers. Instead, break 2 of the 
defensemen out to the sides, goal line extended (keep one home in front of the goal), and make the 
outlet pass to one of the defensemen. The middies can now cut up the field and the defensemen can 
either:   

○ make the pass to the middie, or 

○ run it up the field themselves. Encourage the defensemen to run full speed when they get 
the ball, and keep their head up, looking for the middie cutting. Encourage them to take it all 
the way up the field to the attack if no one stops them, or, 

● If in the last resort the clearing team has no options to clear the ball to the middies, then they may 
resort to the “corner clear.”  

● This method of “cheaping the ball” by throwing it to an open corner down field is a “last resort” 
method of getting ball down field without turning it over in your “own zone.” 

● When clearing, the ball carrier must turn back away from pressure if he is getting forced out  of 
bounds or blocked from advancing up fied. 
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5. Lacrosse Field 
 
Lacrosse Field Dimensions  
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Lacrosse Field Boundaries and Terminology  
 

 Boundary lines/sidelines 

 Restraining lines/box 

 Wing lines 

 Crease area/line 

 GLE- goal line extended 

 Box Area – in the box 

 End line 

 Crease area 

 Hole/in the old 

 Up top/point area 

 Midfield line 

 Face off - X uptop 

 Midfield area 

 Through the box 

 Bench area 

 Clear 

 Ride 

 Shut off (adjacent men) 

 Man to man defense 

 Zone defense 

 Defensive wing 

 Offensive wing 

 Fast break (transition) or 
(unsettled) 

 Slow break (settled) or 
(half field) 

 LSM (long pole middie) 

 Man up (extra man) 

 Man down (down a man) 

 Extend out/pack it in 
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6. Sample Practice Plan: Clinics, 3rd and 4th Grades (2 hrs 15 minutes!) 
 
5:45-6:00pm-wall ball: arrive to practice, dressed and ready to warm up. Warm up consists of playing wall 
ball for 15 minutes, evenly practicing catching, throwing and mostly scooping with both hands. 100 times 
with each hand! Then the player is ready to join the practice being held on the fields. If there is no wall ball to 
warm up, players may have a two man catch to warm up but they must spend at least 15 minutes doing this 
prior to entering the main practice. At least one coach must be “on duty” helping and monitoring this warm 
up drill station. (This step is the single most important element for the next few years of a player’s 
development. It should never be overlooked!) 
 
6:00-6:15pm- Line Drills 
 
6:15-6:25pm- Ground Ball Drill 
 
6:25-6:35pm - 2 - Man Pass Drill 
 
6:35-6:45pm- 1-on-1 Drill or Stations for Stick Skills. 
 
6:45-7:00pm- Fast Break Drill 
 
7:00-7:15pm- Offensive/Defensive Concepts: 6-on-6 
 
7:15-8:00pm- Scrimmage. Rides and Clears. With the 3rd grade, on some nights, you might eliminate the 1-
on-1s and Fast Break Drill, and do 30-45 minutes of Stations for stick skills. On other nights, you might go 
into Offensive/Defensive Concepts and Scrimmage earlier. 
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7. Stations for Clinic: These are the suggested line drills for a typical 1st and 2nd grade clinics. 
At the 1st and 2nd grade clinic it is recommended that the practice is: 

● Basic Drill Stations: that can last as long as a half-hour or more. Keep the lines short, and make a 
lot of lines. Get them all touching the ball frequently. The drills should be introduced in terms of 
their priorities and the ability for the youth players to engage the concepts of the drills. The first and 
most important drill to begin the confidence building process are the ground ball drills. Set up 
different types of ground ball drills and in some of them make the relay race become a fun 
competitive format for structuring the drills. Cradling or ball carry techniques should also be 
stressed. The next type of drills to master should be the throwing drills. These drills should be done 
with coaches catching the passes from the players. This keeps the ball moving and the lines running 
much better as few of the players can actually catch at this stage. Often we set up two different sets 
of drills based upon the needs of the players. Those that have basic skills and those that do not 
should be separated for focused rapid development of each group. (See C3) 

● Drill Stations Part 2: The final set of basic drills can now be introduced to the players but should 
not take up more than 10-15 minutes of time until the program has completed half a dozen practices. 
From line drills, the clinic can break up into these stations. (See the drills in this packet for 
explanation of each drill) (See C4) 

 

 


